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Peace Corps' information Collect:Ion Echange (ICE) was_
established so that the strategss and technologies devol-
oped by Peace Corps VOlanteers,theiroo7wOrkers, and their
counterparts could be made available to the wide rangccf_
development orcanizations and individual workers who rd,,,nt
find them useful. Trainina cuides,_curriculz., lessonplans,
project reports; manuals and other PeaceCorps-generated
raterials developed in the field are collected and reviewed.
Some are reprinted "as is"; others provide a. source fiold
based information for the prcduction of_renualsor_

rti
for re-

search in par progra m areas. materials vcu
mit to the Infolntion Collection & Exchange thus bee-one
part of the Peace Corps' larger contribution to dev:-.1opent.

Infoiflation about ICE Dublications and services is available
through:

Peace Corps
Information Collection & Exchange
Office of Programr±ng & Training Coordination
806 Connecticut Avenue; N.W.
Washington; D;C; 20525
( 202) 254-7386

Add your experience to the ICE Resource Cent.pr; Send ra-
terials that you've prepared so that we can share them
with ethers working in the development field. Your tech-
nical insights serve as the basis for the generation of
ICE manuals; reprints and resource packets; and also
ensure that ICE is providing the most updated; innovative
problem-solving techniques and information available to
you and your fellow development workers.
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FOREWORD

This publication was originally prepared and published at the request of the
Department of Housing and Urban Development (HUD) by the U.S. Department
of Agriculture trader the Point Four Program for the use of those actively
engaged or interested in the development or improvement of the use of bamboo.
It is not an exhaustive treatment of the subject; but it does present c7itical
features and principles;

J; Robert Dodge, formerly of the HUD staff and_Harold R. Hay and StepheA
Arneson former HUD staff members supplieG iriformati'..--1 and suggestions
that contributed to the development of the subject,.

Grateful acknowledgement is made to Graham Quate, former United States
Agricultural Attache; Bangkok, Thailand, for permission to reproduce Ms
photographs; and to Carl 0; Erlanson, New Crops Research Branch, Crops
P..esearch Division, Agricultural Research Service; United States Department
of Agriculture, for permission to use a photograph by Howard Dorsett; Edward
Beckwith supplied the photograph of the Torodja house in the central Celebes,
which is used as the frontispiece; it was originally published in David Fair-
child's book, The-World Grows Round My Door, and permission to reproduce
it was granted by Scribners. H.E. Glenn, Vice-Director; Engineering Experi-=
ment Station, Clemton Agricultural College; South Carolina, granted permission
to quote extensively from his bulletin, Bamboo Reinforcement of Portland Cement
Concrete Structures; Virgil C. Pettit prepared the line drawings that bear his
initials.
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Introduction

Bamboo is one of the oldest materials used
by mankind to increase cothfort and well -
bcing. In today's world of plastics and steel;
bamboo continues to make its age-old con-
tributions and is even_growing in importance.
Programs of technical cooperation among
nations are giving recognition to the unique
qualities of bambOo and are bringing about a
broad Sharing of the varieties of bamboo and
the knowledge pertaining to their use. In si-,c
Latin American countries, prcijettSare
forward today to test and select outstatic1174
varieties of bamboo gathered from over_the
world and to determine their potential plate
in local economies. Thede tit-ojetts;tiowa
part of the Point Four program of technical
coo- Lration, have been under way for_ a num::
bet of years and some of them have deVel=
onad to a point where barribdo'd multiform
uscfulne.ss has become obvious and challeng-
ing.

Bamboo is a versatile plant material,
whose potential_ can be harriested in the ser-
vice of the humble as well as the great. In
its adaptability to human needs; it has few
peers in the plant kingdom. In_the_OOOident
as well as the Orient, the PlOpled in whose

environment baniboo is a natural feature
have amply demonstrated its claim to a spe-
cial place_in_their everyday life.

As technical cooperation continues
Single out species with outstanding utility,
and to disseminate them more widely, alOng
with the old skills and the new techniques
cseential to their practical use; the lot of
many ow underprivilerYed people will deli-
ni be improved. -"Vrith a few plants of
superior bamboos in the backyard, a fatt-:iIy
will have at hand the wherewithal to fence
the garden, build a pigpen or chicken coop,
or add a room to the house. They will alSo
have the mea.-s of augmenting their daily
income by making baskets or other special-
ties in spare tiri:e for sale or c <change at
the market.

If techniques of large-scale, mechanized
Utilization can be developed as; for example_,
in the manufacture of high-quality papers and
rayonnew industries and increased national
income may be brought to underdeveloped
arias, It is with these prospects in view
that l-art 1-,00 is being used as_orie of the ve-
hic:es f,,r implementing the Point F.6th. ptd-
g;.-am.



Parts of a House for Which Bamboos Are Suitable

Bamboo may be used alone to make all
parts of a house except the fireplace and the
chironi.v. Under most conditions, however;
brioll.50 is r ctually corobined with the
building materials, such as wood. clay, lime,
cement; galvanized iron, and palm leaVea,
aecordinH to trieir relative suitability, aVail-
ability, and cost.

The use of bamboo either as a primary;
secondary, or occasional source of building
material is common only in areas where
suitable bambdoS grow in sufficient abund-
anCC. Importance of bamboo in any give
area usually is determined ;chiefly by the
eccnomic level of the common people and
by the cost of other, more durable; materi-
als: Structural s )undness adequate to the
exigencies of local conditions is commonly
achieved with bamboo, but a general monot-
ony of design and a mediocre IeVeI of exe-
cution characterize bamboo houses in many
areas. In certain cultural areas, however,
and especially at higher economic Levels,
as among the well=td=diti dlaSSes of Japan;
Java, and Malaysia; bamboo is employed
architecturally in ways that are distinctive
and basically artistic. Cohen_ indirectly
alludes' to this recognition of barribbei'S

virtues: ""The principal post in a
Javanese house characterizes the house
with regard to quality and construction..
The roof_members are trussed to the post!
and enaOle a properly constructed house to
stand up to earthquakes and tremors. The
writer has seen many hoosesin whidh the
principal poit is of stout bamboo; or in
which a stout tLober post is given more
chara,cter by being faced with bamboo.'

It is my expectation that an architect
will presently appear whj combines A so-

y E. COhen. Utilization-of Bania
I- Japan; p: I: Commonwealth of Australia;
Scientifiz and indurtrial Research Or-ganir
zation. South Melbourne, Au'stralia. April
1947.

pertor knowledge of; and devotion to, the
;or lnctples of functional desiFf:.
oweowerosess of the posylcil:ti s cf :

as a buildint,- material !A:-...;tri
bea.i.t];1. Being an artist as well as a:. ar-
cnitect; he will appzeciat,2 the
nualitel, of bamboo and its versatility as
they have been dernonat:aced id each ,ered
where its use hat been :lite& to
Given the right Er.' ?iration, the r: por tunity
to travel an-i to study the best enamples of
the use of bamboo in building conSt:uction.
and the cooperation of persona
the bamboos and the techniques of us:ng.
them; he will be able to synthesize the
best features of bamboo with the tathnital
improvements suggested by his Western
background in furictitinal desiE,:ncind so
produce for each cultural area a series of
designs and plans that will be a credit to
the architecture of our age,

Earribad haiS several characteristics
that make it a suitable and economical
building material for house construction;
as well as for the scaffolding (fig. 1) that
facilitates such construction:

1 The natural units. or cultic, as
they are called; are of a size and shape
that make handling; storim,,, and processing
both convenient and economical.

Z. The culms have a characteristic
physical structure that gives them a high
strength-weight ratio. They are round or
nearly so in cross secion, and uSti.:11:::
hollow, with rigid crass walls
nlaced to prevent collapse on bendi--13.
Wirnin the culm walls the strong,n:_n.
tissues of high tensile strength are roost
highly concentrated beer the surface. :ft

this position they can function roost elfi-
ciently, both in giving mechanical Strength
and in terming a firm, resistentsnell._

3. The substance and grain of bam-
boo culms make them cas: to divide by
hand into shorter pieces (by sawing or
chopping) or into narrow strips (by split-



ting) No tostly machines, only simple
tools, are required.

4. The natural surface of most bam-
boos is clean, hard., and smooth; with an
attractive color when the culms are prop-
erly_matured and seasoned.

5. Barriboos have little waste, and no
1,,,rk tit remove,

Foundation
}-ixamples of the use of bamboo posts

of a conventional foundation for
- o,t houses may be seen in both htm-

i,.i.hure,-. (fig. 2.). Unless they are treated
C it some effective fungic:dal preservative,
lio,...eVer; such posts are not expected to
last more than two or three years on the
(I% f rage, or five years at most under un-

favorable conditions. Although
experimental data are available, it

scenes reasonable to expect that the last-
ine qualities of bamboo cu/ms set in the
ground may ultimately be extended_a_ppre-
lably by applying pentachlorophenol in an
appropriate form (see section on preser-
vation). Until reliable and economical
treatments have been developed_for pre-
serving bamboo that is frequently wetted
or is constantly in contact with damp earth,
it is considered better to use sorne material
that is more durable than untreated bam-_
boo for foundationsconcrete, for example,
or stone, brick, or some durable hardwood

osiA 65 supporting posts_ in !ow-
Cost culrns should hay:" a fairly
la r diameter, thick wails, and nodes
(pc.nts a Which transverse diaphragms
occur) close together to give maximum
i.,-sistancc to bending. Where le.rge bam-
boos art- not available, smaller bamboos

ith suit.able structural characteristics
may tfe bound together to make composite

Frame
Ne:.:+ to the foundation and the roof

covering, the hasic frame is the part of
a !.c:use most often made partly or wholly
of Matirials other than bamboo. In many
regions; those who can afford the differ-
ence in cost prefer tousesome durable
hardwoOd for frames (fig. 4). They do
so pFittly because hardwoods make stiffer
joints and more rigid construction than
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bamboo, partly because a greater pres-
tige is generally attached to hardwoods;
and partly because certain hardwoods
are naturally much more resistant to
rot fungi and wood-eating insects than
untreated bamboo.

There are certain circumstances,
however, under which the superior resil-
iency of a bamboo frame confers impor-
tant advantages over a rigid construction.
In regions where sharp cart: -L tremors or
quakes occur frequently a bamboo-framed
house may survive and remain service-
able longer than ary other type (fig. 5).

In the select-.. of materials for the
several types of structural elements, the
characteristics cf the be.mboo should match
the function toe performed, Only whole
culms are used for the principal parts of
a bamboo frame. The dimensions cf the
various structural elements, and their
spacing, are governed by the nature and
importance of the function they perform.
Stiffness and ultimate strength are impor-
tant in elements of the frame. To get rel-
atively uniform diameters; andItnaximum
thickness of wood wall (fc- stiffness and
strength), the upper, high.y tapered, rela-
tively thin-vvalled portion of the culms is
removed. These tip cuts may be used in
wattle-and-daub partitions; or for roof
sheathing, where close spacing may makft
up for the inferior properties of the-- -indi-
vidual units.

The individual structural elements that
compose the frame of a conventional all-
bamboo house correspond clos ly to those__
found in an all-timber frame: Corner posts;
girders or plates, joists; studs; struts or
braces; tie beams, king pests, purlins,
ridgepoles, rafters, sheathing, and so forth.
The use of bamboo imposes certain limita-
tions; however. Mortice and tenon joints
cannot be used in framing bamboo: any cat;
such as notch or mortice, drastically re-
duces the ultimate strength of a'barnboo
culm. The only exception is the notch or
saddlelike cut used at the upper end of nosts
'6 cradle more securely the horizontal ele-
ments that rest upon them (fig. 6, C and D).

With the exception of those of certain
species of Guarl,ia (notably G, angustifolia)
And of Chusquea; the calms of most bamboos
will not take nails without splitting. .176i

this reason, the impinginr,; etments are



is It, !, yl r Al their' ill-
le: .ection,. t, /Awl 7). In ti 1.'ear

u,,e(i for .1a.,1,i21)., are commonly
,1it from bamboo, more in: ely frorn rattan.
WI,.re the available hatnborC-, yield brittle

tough vine. or the bark of
tre- , and ohs may be use,' for hishings.
In on arias` !,oft iron wire, of it
Aalvanized, is used.

Common sense and the -en-idiricJ..] Kr.o.A.1-
ed,,,,,- of barnboO cz.:itz.ri-

tr e on.;titute the rno,,t r.:corrirnendec.
guidAnce for the selection and Si a\ ail-
able rnaterial. flow;-ver, c resourceful

of practical experintei in building may
oite,e, he able to i-iiikv,e,st sound and useful moo-

of conventional procedures.

Floors
Many bamboo houe,-; hrivt, no floor other

than the tiutface of-'the earth on which they
.nirfa-Ce should be: and usu-

ally is, raised toniewhat by' filling With
ear.h, to prevent inundation by drainage
water; it may be compacted by pounding. If

the fill is Made With clay, so much the better,
for clay affords a relatively stable surface,
The surface of a dirt floor maybe made
more stable by paving it with bamboo boards.
The soil Shaiild first be graded to provide
natural drainage; but not compacted, before
the biimboo boards are laid in place. These
may then be pounded with a tamper of suit-
able deSign, to drive them into close contact
with the surface of the soil; which is com-
pacted by the same operation.

In better hOUSeS, the flOor is raised
above the ground. This arrangement is more
hygienic; and provides a sheltered space be-
low the floor, which has many potential uses.
In some areas this space is devoted to the
rearing of Nl-dt-itIS domestic animals; else-
where it may be used for the storage of toolS
and farm equipment, or even farm produce.
It may provide a welcome sheltered play
space for children in inclement weather.

Serviceable and attractive raised floors
may be made entirely of bamboo, given suit-
able species and a sound structural design.
The principal features in conventional design
are the supporting beams (part of the basic
frame) and the floor covering.

Bamboo culms more resilient than
conventional timbers, and the space between
supports should be redUced accordingly.
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,,pecification, :1,to.t llOrkell ouz
loc.,-,14 for the species a. Jamt.00
and the siar of colon used.

The floor cov:_riny, may he made of small
%.hole calrr!!-, strin, or b,..r-rboo boardS made
by opening /and flanening culms
iI.ds, 3, '3 ant 101L :;.r floor ..-_-cinsi.s,ts
of bamboo boards, it ;s

th,:u.,e of thin bLrnboo
,securer., to rnei-r,-.)e-rs be

:1c21:::t? ffii O,

Walls,
of

to dereril: on t.h-
ifor tr,

fr,,rcc
ZOO protection Ireu .rum rah,- and Orc..:fri4- ry.

and tie need for:ight end v?.ntilation,
Either whole lonitu-tirial halves
may be used, :inn; thee may be applied in
eitner horizontal or vertical array. -I hey
:unction more eifective.y, h)wcver, When
they are vertical, arid art. rribrt.: -.1C.--able; for
they dry more quickly after rain. (Fig. II.)

A form of wall construction widely fa-
vored in Latin America is Called b,:jareque
(fig. 12)at least in Ecuadbr. It is mace by
nailing or lashing oarriboo sIrips or slender
culms; horizontally and at close intervals,
to both sides of hardwood or, more rarely,
bamboo posts. The space between the strips
is filled with mud alone or with mud nd
stones. During this opo-:ation, the bfirr,l,c:,
,strips are irio;-e or less covered
with mud but in time they become ejo.p..sed
by weathering. T:-,:s form of con-,z
is relatively massive, thou n less than
walls madeof conventional atomic, rammed
earth, or adobe bricks.

Another forrni of wail con,z..tiction, per-
haps more widely used, is kno:ri i.. P,...ru

and Chie as ouincha. It is sprtinri,-str..p
construction, known
wattle-and-daub', or stud-e.nc.-.-r.-,ud , 3

In this form, the fiexih:a stria s arc woven
together to provioe base <c ive to
plaster, which. is applied to on side only
or to both

A more attractive but eesass
covering may be niece of
(fig. If these boards are ex-p;:indecl
slightly, i.e stretched laterally, as they



are attach..:d, they provide a suitable base
for plaster or 7t-,:cco. Sometimes brirb2.6.
Wire nned to the surface to prd,.ricTe

for the F;ucco, When whitch.led
ith i'me or ral.eted -.vith cement, this

y attracti'.-e !ii;-t. 15).
?artit_lonn err commonly Of the lightest

5:Ur.',1 as a thin rnattinq sup-
7--, le by r. light framework of barnbot. poles.

.,. r.;-id generally in
where Su-itable br.rnboot,. are

the nr.rtitlons and even the cute,-
'nous( s are commonly covered with
woven from thin strip§ split from

n. i and IT). :For this_pur
-neboos with thin-walled cuirns and

such r.s rr.any_species 0: the ge;
--.. afford., are preferred.

-,2 the noires, Or thi:1
of weave vary loca.11-...-

t' the desired quality of mat-
s in the Philippie Islands):

'er is sorrif.:tirnes prepared.
alms c-i -,:hin-w?illf7c.1 bamboos by

the nodes and o_:ening the
oet net, in much the same Way as

F and 9):
Ti-- cnf rria be covered with a close-

^E,=, of small unsplit culreg, or
-;cework cornoosed le.thlike strips
f707-,1 laro_sr culms: Bamboo matting

a::: a C itng linith in many areas.
_- --orne aces tie cc-iling is omitted alto=

o-ro.nittino, the freer circulation of
ecorno in hot, humid seasons. This

hes the dded advantage of faci
:'..n t.n-r: ..f.'scorsal of srne'rce from the

-n .71 the areas where 'eamboo is
a chimney would be a cur-

::"ThZ)7'C 1.P71d.CWS
Or practical roes on.., w;ntiow and

"257 gertenmlly kept to e
The'f ma Y be_frarned With Wood

or homboo. The doors themselves may be
they may be woven bamboo Matting

ht or a bamboo frame, a panel of
bar-hoc boards set in a hardwood frartie; or

sturrly_g,ht.i.e barrier constructed of
bars: r_'-oors are side_-hinged, and

vato.- from the traditional Teiteh-

stri.ng to lohk-ari-cha.in. Yjel 13 shows

the rough -ready use of an inferior bam-
boo for the door of a pioneer settler's hut.

If Window ooer.ings err provid,r:.(1, the;.
inay be ..rat'sfd brtinbe..... or v...00d. Most
wineevis are left end un5.e.re.eniird.
Closure me.:, be provided tne for:tn. of .1:
bamboo or wooden ',Tram
barnboo rnattiog

are tcrp; when
coonrts theya-:e r.-St of he

t hoursthey cun'E;
direct oyr 00 light
.

C1OF.:C.1 ..-Cr:,"7"

ger.erally
the elosing Of liou-7s mt ti:lt
on other, more -1'01..."1"...: nrevents
the. entrance of rrosn,iitoes, r
oih-er. unwelcome .:0r5. _--rrer.-:-.ent- -
ri 0 Lars of barr.boo, e.f

to sirnillatr: iron oaro, are requerlly
used to f71.15t1-11e

.-Beer.use. of their
ratio, bamboos are I'et: ail'..,n-
te.ge for strife:tyre' :nroci- con-
strtction (fig. 6, A). r.g the roof,
account most be taken of nature and
weight of the roof cover!..ee, to In-.- used,
Whether it be grass cr :talna:caf tLatch.
halved bamboo culms fir. I?), barn:70o
shingles, -coirugated. siorietrnetal, ererr.ite
;fig. 6), or tile (f.i. 2.0). The dine :nslons, cii-
-ntation, and sprcing of t."--.o indivf-2ual stry:-
tural units that support th- roof crrrTr
varlec: to oonforrn to t'ne. ,-quiremer_ts of the
CO.SC."

:r1 the Depar;.rnent of Calcir.s, Colonbin.
where bamboo ic avei.17,';'r in unlimited.
quantities, a unique tyre of roof s'-ucture
has been adopted for tte -se b ^-iboo
(!Tigs. 2.1 and 22). It int what rpree.r:i
to be extrave.gar.: use n-aterial,
the resulting structure nr :ttrong. durab-e,
and attractir,e,

Edward Ifleckwith's photsgran.+ o-- the
Toradja house- :n central '...ele1.)eg (see
frontispiece) is another gtri:-clog illustra-
tion of the use of bamboe in roof....-rce_i_ec-
ture.Y

_41 _Gourou_, Pierre. fbs nrao
Delta. TbnkinOis. PtibliCations cc
FrariSaise de l'Extrrne-Orient, v. 2.7. 640

Illus. Paris, 1936.
2/ D. G. Fairchild; The Wor's' Crews

Round My Door, p. 115. New Yor,c, 19 7.
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Pipes and Troughs
The culms of certain bambbos; with

diaphragms removed, serve admirably
for the fabritation of pipes and troughs.

Longitudinal halves of bamboo culrnt
make very satisfactory eave trOtight: Where
rainfall is light and water must be conserved,
they are used to collect rainwater from the
roof and send it into a barrel or cistern for
storage. Where rainfall is heavy, they are
used to carry the water from the roof to
a distant point, in order to avoid excessive
dampness around the house.

Under certain circumstances wash water
from the kitchen may be disposed of throl:gh
bamboo; pipes or troughs. For trilt purpose
a sloping trough it more practical than a
pipe since it is more easily prepared and;
if clogged, may be cleared with greater fa-
Cility.

Longitudinal halves of bamboO culms
with the diaphragms removed make suitable
conduits for bringing water for domestic use
frbin its source to the house by gravity

6

(fig. 19). In japan, closed-pipe watk.r
terns are constructed of bambOO but it is
very diffitult to make the joints leak?roof.

Underground drainage may be eff;cted
by means of bamboo pipes of simple con=
struction, The steps in preparing the bam-
boo for s'ich use are (I) halving the culrns,
(2) rerno, ig the diaphragms from one half
to -lake um lower section of the drain pipe,
(1) cutting notches in the edge of the other
half to permit the free entrance cf water;
(4) treating the two halves with prerst rva-
tive (5- to 10-percent pentachlorOphenol
in light oil), (5) placing them together again
in their original relation; and (6) binding
them togethr with wire. Such drains may
be extended to any length by placing the
smatler tip -end of one pipe into larger
betal end of the succeeding one.

To be suited for the uses just described,
the bamboo culrns should have a diarrieter_
large enough to give the required carrying
capacity, and the walls should be thick enough
to prevent collapse under use.



Betmboo Reinforcement of Concrete
readily available information on the subjeLt
is to be found in the report of a series of
experiments carried out o and under the
direction of Professor H: E. Glenn. Two
important sections of this report are quoted
here; in entirety:i/

Published references to the use of barn=
boo in re;n1",-,v-cing cement Concrete struc-
tures or parts thereof indicate that the prac-
tice has been followed to some extent locally,
for some decades at least, in the Far East
(China, japan,_and the Philippine Islands).
During the 1930'S several experiments were
tarried out in Europe; particularly in Ger-
many and Italy; to test the performance of
cement concrete beams reinforced with barn-
boo.

The most recent; comprehensive, and

41 H. E. Glenn. Batilla60 Reinforcement
of Piortleind_Cement_Concrete Structures,
pp; 123-127. Clemson College Engineering
Experiment Station. Bul. 4. Clemson, S. C.
May 1950.

Summary of Conclusions
From Results of Tests on

Bamboo Reinforced Concrete Beams

Below is given a summary of the conclusions as indicated from the
results of tests on the various beams included in this study.

1. Bamboo reinforcement in concrete beams does not prevent the
failure of the concrete by cracking at loads materially in excess of
those to be expected from an unreinfOreed member having the same
dimensions,

2. Bamboo reinforcement in concrete beams dbes increase the
load capaeity of the member at ultimate failtire considerably above that
to be expected from an unreinforted Member having the same dimensions.

3. The load capacity of bamboo reinforced concrete bearnS increased
with increasing percentages of the bamboo reinforcement up to an opti-
mum value.

4; This optimum value occurs when the cross-sectional area of the
longitudinal bainboo reinfercerrient was from three to four percent of
the cross-sectional area of the concrete in the member.

The load required to cause the failtire of concrete beams rein-
forced with bamboo was froni four to five times greater than that re-
quired for concrete members having equal dimensiena and With no re-
inforcement.

6; Concrete beams with lorigitildiiial bamboo reinforcement may be
designed to carry safely lbads front two to three times greater than
that expected frotri concrete members having the same dirneriaions and
no reitdOreernent;

7. Concrete beams reinforced with unseasoned bamboo show
slightly greater load capacities than do equal sections reinforted with
seasoned untreated bamboo. This statement was Valid so long as the
unseasoned bamboo had not dried out and seasoned while encased in the
concrete when the load was applied;

8. When unseasoned untreated bamboo was used as the longitudinal
reinforcement in concrete members, the dry bamboo swelled due to the
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absorptiOn of moisture from the wet concrete, and this swelling action
often caused longitudinal cracks in the concrete, thereby lowering the
load capacity of the memberd. These swell c racks were more likely to
occur in memberS where the percentage of bamboo reinforcement was
high. This tendency was lessened by the use of high early strength con-
crete.

9. The load capacities of concrete members reinforced with bam-
boo vary with the dimendidns of the members.

10. The unit stress in the longitudinal bamboo reinforcement in
concrete Mertibers decreased with increasing percentages of reinfOrte-
ment.

I I . The ultimate tensile strength of the bamboo in bamboo reinforced
concrete membera was not affected by changes in the cross-sectional
area of the members so long as the ratio of breadth to depth was con-
stant but was dependent upon the amount of bamboo used for reinforce-
ment.

12. MemberS having the optimum percentage of bamboo reinforce-
ment (between three and four percent) are capable of producing tensile
stresses in the bamboo of from 8,000 to 10,000 pounds per square inch;

13. In designing concrete members reinforced with bamboo; a safe
tersile stress for the bamboo of from 5,000 to 6,000 pounds per square
inch may be used:

14: Concrete members reinforced with seasoned bamboo treated
with a brush coat of asphalt emtilsiondeveloped greater load capacities
than did equal sections in which the bamboo reinforcement was seasoned
untreated or unseasoned bamboo.

15. When seasoned bamboo treated with a brush coat of asphalt
emulsion was used as the longitudinal reinforcement in concrete mem-
bers, there was some tendency for the concrete to develop swell cracki,
especially when the percentage of bamboo reinforcement was high.

16. Care should be exercised when using asphalt emulsion as a
waterproofing agent on seasoned bamboo as an excess of the emulsion
on the outer perimeter of the culm might act as a lubricant to materi-
ally lessen the bond between the concrete and bamboo.

17. Concrete members reinforced with unseasoned sections of bam-
boo culms, which had been split along their horizontal axes; appeared
to develop greater lciad capacities than did equal sections in which the
reinforcement consisted of unseasoned whole culms.

18. Concrete members reinforced with seasoned sections of bam-
boo culms, which had been split along their horizontal axes and treated
with a brudh coat of asphalt emulsion,developed considerably higher
load capacities than did equal sections in which the reinforcement was
split sections of seasoned untreated bamboo

19. When split sections of seasoned untreated large diameter culms
Were used as the reinforcement in a concrete beam, longitudinal cracks
appeared in the concrete due to the swelling action of the bamboo; This
cracking of the concrete was of sufficient intensity as to virtually destroy
the load capacities of the members.

20. When unseasoned bamboo was used as the reinforcement in a
concrete member, the bamboo seasoned and shrank over a period of
time While encased in the concrete. This seasoning action of the bam-
boo materially lowered the effective bond between the bamboo and con-
crete with a resultant lessening of the load capacities of the members.

21. Increasing the strength of the concrete increases the load ca-
pacities of concrete members reinforced with bamboo.
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22: Concrete rrierrib,±:s reinforced with seasoned bamboo treated
with methylolurea did not develop greater load capacities_ than did equal_
sections in which the bamboo reinforcement was seasoned culms treated
with a brush coat of asphalt emulsion.

23. The load capacities for concrete members reinforced with un-
seasoned; seasoned or seasoned and treated bamboo culms, were in-
creased by using split bamboo dowels as the diagonal tension reinforce=
ment along the sections of the beams where the vertical shear was high.

24. The load capacities for concrete members reinforced with un-
seasoned, seasoned seasoned and treated split sections of bamboo
were increased by the use of a combination of split dowels and_the
iug up of the upper rbws of the split 'orin-,boo from the Lcitto:t-i of °;:,2
nec.ro. intc t.hir top and co,er Ins the sections of the beams wk-ir..e. the
tics: rhea: was high.

25: Ultimate failure o: bamboo reinioi-ced concrete rnernbers
ally was caused by diagoria: tension failures even though tiag,drial ten-
sion reinforcerhent was pi.o-vided.

26. A study of the deflection data for el the beam specimens tested
ihdicated:

(a) That the defitctions of the beams when ,e.sted fdlIowed a fairly
accurate straight line until the appearance of the first crack
in the concrete.

(b) Immediately following this first crack, there was a pronounced
flattening of the deflection curve (probably due to local bond slippage)
followed by another period of fairly accurate straight line vcriaticn,_but
at a lesser slope, eintii, ultimate failure of the member_ occurred. ThiS
flattening of the deflection curve was more pronounced iii the trierribers
where the amount of longitudinal bamboo reinforcement was small.

(c) In all cases noted; the deflection curve had a lesser slope after
the appearance of the first crack in the concrete, even though high per---
centages of bamboo reinforcement were used.

27. No pronounced variations Were observed when the behavior of
bamboo reinforced concrete members under flexure and having "tee"
sections was compared with that of equal members having rectangular
sections.

Z8. Bamboo reinforced concrete members under flexure and con-
sisting of "tee" sections were no more effective than were equal rec-
tangular sections; provided the breadth of the stem of the "tee" section
was equal to that of the rectangular section and the effective aepth of
both were the same.

Design and Construction Principles
Recommended for Bamboo Reinforced Concret,

1. In important concrete mernberS, the use of whole culms of green,
unseasoned, bamboo is not recommended as the reinforcing material;
In concrete slabs and secondary members, green, unseasoned, who/Z.
culms may be_successfully used When the diameters of the culms do not
exceed three-fourths of an inch: When possible; the bamboo used as
reinforcement in concrete members, subject to flexure, should be cut
and allowed to dry and season from three weeks to brie month before
using.

2. The use of bamboo culms as reinforcement in concrete members
subject to flexure cut in the spring or early summer seasons of the year
is not recommended. Only theise etittris which show a pronounced brove-
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color should be selected for use from a native bamboo grove. This prac-
tice will insure that the culms selected are at least three years old.

3. When thoroughly seasoned whole bamboo calms are to be used as
the reinforcement in important concrete members subject to flexure,
some type of waterproofing is recommended.

4. When seasoned sections of bamboo split from large diameter
culms are to be used as the reinforcement in concrete members under
flexure, tome type of waterproofing is recommended for the bamboo in
all important load carrying membere. However, for slabs and second-
ary members and where the concrete sections are of a size as to allow
the placement of the bamboo with a clear distance of from 1 to 2 in-
ches between the individual bamboo splints and between successive lay-
ers, the use of unseasoned sections of bamboo is recommended pro-
vided high early strength cement is used. In no case should Cie split
bamboo sections have a width in excess of three - fourths of an inch.

5. The use of vertical split sections of bam000 culms is recom-
mended to provide for diagonal tension stresses in members under
flexure covering the portions of the member where the vertical shear
is high and where it is impractical to bend up the main longitudine.1 bam-
boo reinforcement for this purpose. In continuous members and where
otherwise practical, the practice of bending up the main longitudinal
bamboo reinforcement at points of heavy shear to provide for diagonal
tension stresses is recommended. Also, in all cases where it is prac-
tical, a combination of the above methods is recommended.

6. Proper spacing of bamboo reinforcerrient is very important.
Tests indicate that when the main longitudinal bamboo reinforcement is
spaced too closely, the flexural strength of the member is adversely
affected. Also, when the main longitudinal bamboo reinforcement is used
in vertical rows and when the top row is near the neutral axis of the
member, the area of concrete at this section in horizontal shear may-
be sufficiently lessened as to cause failure of the member due to hori-
zontal shear. In many of the specimens tested under flexural loads, the
cause of failure was attributed to horizontal shear; however, in most
instances where failure was frorri this cause, horizontal cracks existed
in the concrete due to the swelling action of the bamboo reinforcement.

7. In placing the bamboo reinforcement, care should be taken to al-
ternate the basal and distal ends of the bamboo culms in all rows. This
practice will insure a fairly uniform cross-section of the bamboo rein-
forcement throughout the length of the member and the resultant wedg-
ing effect that will be obtained will materially increase the bond between
the concrete and bamboo.

8. The design of structural members of bamboo reinforced concrete
for flexural loads will be governed by the amount of deflection that can
be allowed for the member. In all concrete members subject to flexural
loads, a high degree of deflection is obtained in the member before fail-
ure occurs. Due to this high deflection, !allure of a bamboo reinforced
concrete member usually occurs due to other causes considerably be-
fore the bamboo reinforcement reaches its ultimate tensile strength.
Design values, not in excess of from 3000 to 4000 pounds per square
inch for the allowable tensile stress of the bamboo reinforcement, must
usually be used if the deflection of the member is to be kept under 1/360
of the span length. When this low design value ie used for a bamboo re-
inforced concrete member under flenural loads, a high factor of safety
against ultimate failure of the member usually results.

9. The same procedure as that used for the design of structural con-
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crete members reinforced v, ith conventional steel is recommended for
the design of concrete members reinforced with bamboo. Values have
been recommended for the allowable unit bond stress between concrete
and bamboo, for the allowable unit tensile stress in the Longitudinal bam-
boo reinforcement and for the modulus of elasticity for bamboo. These
recommended values should be used in designing a concrete member
reinforced with bamboo for flexural loading. It is also recommended
that "tee " beams be designed as rectangular beams ignoring the flange
width in the calculations.

10. Some of the important characteristics of cOncrete r:-.embers re-
inforced with bamboo on which future research should be done include:

(a) Use of those species of bamboo in which the modulus of elaSz
ticity is higher than that of the species used in these experiment._.

(b) More exact data on diagonal tension reinfOrcement;
(c) Further testa of the use of green uncured bamboo culms az the

reinforcement Where the conditions 'are such that the bamboo will be
completely seasoned while encased in concrete.

(d) More exact data on the bond between concrete and bamboo.
(e) The use of other waterproofing agents than those used in these

.ests to insure against the swelling action of seasoned bamboo When
placed in wet concrete;

It is obvious, from this very comprehen-
sive and carefully considered series of state-
ments, that the reinforcement of cement con-
crete with bamboo cannot be undertaken with
confidence until a great many factors have
been considered. Careful and expert atten-
tion to many details in execution is essen-
tial to success; Severe lirnitatiOnii must
be taken into consideration. Appatently;
the bamboo reinforcement of non-load-bear-

18

ing memberd, such as wan panels and floors
resting on well- compacted earth, has more
to recommend it, from the practical point
of view, than the bamboo reinforcement of
load- bearing members of a structure.

The Iay reader will find an admirable
summary on use of bamboo for reinforcing
concrete in the appendix of an article by V. D.
Limaye on the strength of bamboo (see biblt=
ography).
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Geographical Distribution of Bamboos

Bamboos occur as more or less prom-
inent elements in the natural vegetation of
many parts of the tropical; subtropical; and
mild temperate regions of the world, from
sea level to altitudes of more than 13,000
feet, wherever a suitable combination of
ecological factors prevails. Their natural
distribution is very uneven, both as to abun-
dance and variety of kinds in a given area.
Through the agency of man, the distribution
of many species of bamboo has been greatly
widened. This process probably has been
going on for a long time, and the actual
extent of it has not been surveyed... How-
ever, some of the most valuable species
have not been distributed to any important
extent and much remains to be done to make
these more generally known and available.

The greatest concentration of bamboos
and the highest development Of their use
are to be found on the southeastern borders
of Asia and on adjacent islands; This area

12

extends from India to China on the main-
land; and from Japan to Java among the
islands. Some 20-odd species of par-boo
have been reported from the littie-':nown
flora of Africa, and many of these ore used
by the native peoples for house construction.
The Islai;d of Madagt .icz.r. whose flora is
more fully known, has been found to have
more n:..tive species of bamboo than are
known to occur in the whole of Africa. Aus-
tralia has perhaps a half-dozer native species;
Europe none. In the Western Hemisphere,
the natural distribution of bamboos extends
from southern United States to Argentina
and Chile. Some 200 species are native to
this area but they are very unevenly distrib-
uted; Many of the recorded species are very
imperfectly known; and some kinds have been
recorded under more than one name, but the
known bamboo flora of the world probably
totals more than 700 species; classified in
about 50 distinct genera.
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Figure 2:--Frcm supportIng posts to rafters and
sheathing; this cottage in the Ecuadoran lowlands
is made entirely of native bamboo; Guadua angus-

\

tifolia_; The posts may serve for five years;
the siding may remain in serviceable condition
for decades.

Figure 1.=- Bamboo scaffolding
is Used in constructing an
apartment house in Calii Colom-
bia. In strength and durability
bamboo is well-suited for the
purpose; for economy it is prob-
ably unequaled;
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Figure 5.--Bii
Walla and part
roof thatch w:
aitea and for



Figure 5.--BaMb60 is used for the
Walla and partitions Will be made
roof thatCh will come from P.he nu

sizea and form so suited to direc

toftft21.0*,

frame structure of a peasant's cottage ih j;,

of bamboo boards. in fact; ell materials but the

tive Guadua angustifolia, winch prOducev calms in

t use that only the simplest of tools are required.
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Lairr. r

Figure 9.--Final step in making a
bamboo board--removing diaphragm
fragments from the;newly opened
Cii1M. It may be done with a mache-
te, here, or with an adze or a
long-handled, Shovellike curve spud;

1 8

Figure8.-7An ax with a weli-
greased bit is used in E,uadOr foirii hsmboo b3e:r4. Ei 'di
is split in s,!,,r1 p!-es;

cne long the culal is
sp-ead wick open. Not used
hods is the L:lick-walid
17art of the colm.

aro
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FigUre 10.--Bamboo boards

stand ready for use. .

making of the :ooerdg

well;developed tra(71. ir

Ecuador and Colomhi:1;

the finished produ.:z.
well become an export.

,,;71

'444141.
7..

Figure 11.-- -Walls paneled in native blOsoo
in horizontal array are an attractive

feature of this artistically deait,,:i but rather costly 'ieekend cottage in GUayaquil,

Ecuador. The roof covering is ec:rnite.
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Figure 12; --Wide bainbee Stripa siipport and protect an adObe wall in Salvador,

forming a type of construction called bajareque in many Latin -Mari can COuntries. in

El Salvador the common bamboo, Bambusa vulorie,_18 available everywilere except in the

driest areas, and its culma are standard material' for many purposes.
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Figure 13.-- Types of wall construction used with barn1:OO.
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Figure 14. -= Bamboo house; buoyed up by balsa logs, lies_ anchored in an Etuaairiin_The walls are Made of bamboo boards; and the leaf=--thatched roof is held in bybamboo riders resting across the comb

22
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Figure 25.-7Bamoo
boards provicie a :Jcurdy

and economical bas.t. for
the cement ztucce
covers the outer
of this hospital at

Manta; Ecuador.
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Figu.ile 16..Alinged panels of matting_ woven from thin strips of heath-6o help to adapt

houses to the heat and rains of the Tropics.
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Figure 17; --A young Thai plays his bamboo organ against a background of bamboo matting.

Such matting is a popular wall covering throughout_southeastern Asia: it is light in

both color and weight; does not stain, and is easily cleaned. (Photo by (..tate.)
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Figure 18: - -A pioneer settler in eastern

Peru has made his cabin door with_materiell

that came easily to hand--eulms of a mild

bamboo, Guadua sp.;

144

t'mthi

Figure 19.--goof tiles of thi4i laundry in

Colombia; as well as the troughs of _its

water 'system, are halved culMS of glimida.-7-

angliSti-f-Odi-a; the common native bamboo

Of Colombia and Ecuador.

. I r
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Figure 20; --Tile covers the roof Of this bamboo house in Guatemala. Thz"L-n,"
of the gall are made from culms of Bambusa vu-Igaris.
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Figure 22;--Tho structure of
this bamboo roof is typical
in Caldas Department, Colombia.

Figure 21.--Bamboo is
standard material for
roof timber in the
rural houses of Caldaa
Department; Colombia;
It combines lightness,
strength, and durabi.!
lity End, being looal-
ly abundant, costs but
little.

,,Aqii,i,

14.414 ,,,,
,..44:1 C

The uniformity hats grown out . ' ...,..,1,-,76,..1.:_ ,.

;'i .t,.,-- iNs -k,-.1' .;-:-

of long years oI use: ever
'''.t. ;.:-2,,' c- ',0:

since colonial times, bamboo
has been the preferred build-
ing material in the area.
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Figure 23. --Some contrasts among different bEinibtos,,as seen ir; the

and branches of the culms: A, Bambusa erundinac ea , a thick-weiled

flated nodes and heavy, solitary, thorry lower brutchEsz

soides, a moderately thin-walled bamboo, with inflated nodes and na:;red
es; above the insertion of which the internode is flattened and shal:im-1,,

C. Bambusa vulgar ia, a moderately thick-walled bamboo, isith inflated :,cue
Trench buds below, and prominent branch complements above; I), TE.4=±4 Ise

a thin-walled_ bamboo_ with cylindrical internodes; noninflated fthrztcl
sheath scar; branch buds lacking at the lower nodes and rardiiy

E. Schi zostachythe so, a thin-walled berebbo with cylindrical .

un in 1 1 ate d nodes; no buds at lower nodes; slender, subequal, ensily

above. ', combined longitudinal and cross sections of the culin of
showing_ the nature of the diaphragm; in all bamboos the diaphraps forzr.E,

strengthening_ structure at each node. G, cpaarter cross sections of ct.ILL3 .zr
different bamboos, representing the extreme rarns,e in Viall thickness.
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Figure 24. --DeVieet for splitting heavy culnui. cross of iron or hardWio-d bars

(about 1 inch thick) supported by posts (about 4 inches thick and 3 feet high) firmly

set in the grcitind; With an aki two pairs of splits are opened at right angles to each

other at the top end of the culm; these are held open With wedges until the culm is
placed in position on the trots; the culm is then_ pushed and pulled, by hand, in the

direction indicated by the arrow (adapted from SalcedO). B and C, steel wedge for

splitting quartered Otilrila D; block with single and paired steel wedges for mounting

on a heavy bench; adjacent faces of the paired wedges should be slightly closer to-

gether at the cutting edge than at the back.
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Figure 25.--Splitting of moderatesize calms to make wither for weaving
and lashing. Quartering a culm; A, starting four breaches at upper end;

B, driving a hardwood cross along the breaches to coavlete the splitting.
dividing quarters radially, making center splits first. D, splitting

iradial divisions tangentially; the hard outer (convex) strip is best, end
the soft, pithy inner (concave) strip is usually discarded. ?amilLng-

handled knife used for C and D; some workers hold a strip of on4=0

the blade to add to its effective thickness when they with to speed
up the work.
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Differences Among Species
.,

A8 with steel; bricks, cement, stone,
clay, timberwoods, or any other building
material, it is necessary to think of the
bambooS in terms of individual and distinct
kinds, each characterized by a combination
of properties peculiar to itself (fig. 23). Certain
combinations of these properties are use-
ful for identification; certain ones must be
taken into account in evaluating the suita-
bility of individual kinds for one purpose or
another. Here are some of the properties
that determine the best use of a given bam-
boo and the relative value of available kinds
for a given purpose:

1. Average dimensions of culms
2. Taper of culrn6
3. Straightness of culrns
4, Size and distribution of branches
5. Length of culm internodes
6. Shape and proportions of internodes
7. Thickneas of the wood (culm wall)

8. Relative proportions and distribu-
tion of different tissues (bundles and paren-
chyma) in the wood lwhich affect the prop-
erties listed under 9 and 10)

9. Density and strength of the wood
10. Splitting qualities of the wood
11. Susceptibility to fungi and wood-

eating insects.
Specifications for bamboos are not yet

standarized on a wide geographical scale.
Within any bamboo-using community, hOW-
ever, the close Observer will find that where
there is a choice of several species; cer-
tain_ories will be used for certain purposes
with great regularity. And Where there are
established barnbee Markets, many of the
bamboos offered are found to be classified
into more or less well-defined grades with
distinctive names. Such markets, and the
local artisans who work in bamboo; are
sources of Much useful information not
to be found anywhere in print.
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S-ciMe Bamboos

As far ns we know; most of the baMboos
of greatest usefulness and greatest versa-
tility for building construction come from a

gt-oups of related SpecieS, called gen-
era. The Se genera are Arundinaria, Barri-
bua, Ceillyilostachyurn, Dendrocalamus,
Gioantorhloa, :,/lelocanna, Ph)illostac-hys,
and (ichizostac.liyurn in the EaSterri
spheri, and nuadua and Chusquea in the
Western Hemisphere. But this is not to say
that all of the most useful species are found.
in the genera,
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Used in Housing

For the purpose of those who wish to
find and keep track of the best bamboos in
any given locality, the vernacular names
will serve be`ter than the Latin. Latin
names, however, are generally more use-
ful in correlating information found in the
literature. In this section, which sets forth
some of the most useful species; with their
locationS, sizes, and uses; both Latin and
vernacular names are given insofar as they
are available.

I. Arundinaria alpina: Alpine Bamboo, Bari-lb-CI Alpine (Italian).
AFRICA: Kenya, Abyssinia, Sudan, Congo; Uganda, Tanganyika;

8,000=10,000 ft: Abundant in largestands.
Culms: 60 ft: by 4 in.; commonly 45-50 ft. by 21 in:; rather

thin-walled.
Uses: General.

2. Arundiharia callbsa: Uskong, Uspar,5pa (Khasia).
E. Himalaya and Khasia Hills, Assam; to 6;500 ft.

Culms: 12-20 ft. by 1/2-I in.
Uses: Tying thatth;

3. Aruridinaria PM (Naga).
INDIA; Naga Hills; 5,000-7,500 ft.
Culms: 12-20 ft. by 1/3-4/5 in.
Uses: Walls of native huts;

4. Arundinaria. fa:ICA:tat Himalayan Bamboo, Ring;1, Nirgisl, Agre,
Narri; Garrt, Gorwa, Spikso, Ningalo, Kewi, Tham, Utham;
Kutino.

INDIA (Ravi) and NEPAL.
CulmS: 15-20 ft: by 1/Z-3/4 in.
Uses: Lining for roofs_ of houSeS.

5: Arundinaria griffithiana: Khnap (Khasia), U -spar:
INDIA: Khasia and jaintia Hills; Assam; to 4,500 ft.
Ctilmst 12-20 ft. by 1-11 in.
Uses: Tying thatch of native houtet:

6. Arundinaria intermedia: Nigata (Nepal); Parmick (Lepcha), Titi
Nagaia; Prong Nok.

INDIA and NEPAL: E. Himalaya; to 7,000 ft:
Culms: 8-12 ft. by 2/5-1/2 in

.-Uses: Matting to cover walls and partitions.
7. Ar_u_itidin_a_r_la khasiana: Namlong, U-7kadac NamIting:

INDIA: Khasia HMS; 5,000-6;000 ft:; often cultivated.
Culms: 10=12 ft: by 1/2 in:
Uses : Wattle-and-daub walls of native hou'eS.
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Zeneng (Kbasia).
jailitiL Hills, Assam; to 3,000 ft.

Cuirns: ft: by I/2 ir
Uses: Withes for binding frames of native houses.

9. Aruncilnaria preinii: _Keyva, Keva, Se.rnpit (Naga).
INDIA: Khasia, jaintia, and Naga Hills; to 9,500 ft,
Culins: Slender.

Lath for walls c: nattve houses.
10. Arundin,lria rucrmos; (Nepal). P11:::-...urr.

;.`_-:.'.1:ki7): 6,000-12,000 ft:
5-15 ft: by, c)-1 :n.

:j.ses: Roo! conf,tru,:z:on anci matting for native. }Inc :e:..
11. Arunclinaria spazhiflora: Garti, Deo Nitica.i.

Hinialaya; 7,000-9,000 ft;
(.,ulms: 25-30 ft. by
tr;st:s: House construzlon.

12. Arunclinaria Cnevari,
Southtrn and western parts; especially

Nilgiris.
Gulo-ts: 10-15 e.t. by 1 in.
Uses: Matting.

1 3. Bambusa arundinacea; 'Thorny Bamboo,Beruu, c;

11) Muhl (Malay), Bans. Beho-t- Bans (Bengali), Vedru
(Telugu); Mundgay (Bombay).

Pantropic in cultivation.
Gulms: To 75 ft. by 6 in.; commonly rather crocik4d; 01..yITtr d-

erately Strong and durable; lower branches very
Uses: nenecai.

11: Bribibus_a balc_oca: BaIku Bans (Bengali); Balulta (Ass.:-..rn`; ro-
bans, Sil Barua, Barua, Warnnah, Baru. Beteia.

!NOLA.; Assam, lower Bengal, and Bihar.
Culms: 50-70 ft. by 3-6
Uses: General; "best and strongest for building pui.:',;.,os

(Gamble).
15. Bambusa blurneana: Buloh Dun (Malaz:), Kida (Semang),F:Aarrl'uu

Barnbu Gesing, Pring Ori, P. Gering (Java.), Hatur
Chuchuk (Sudan):

IvIALA.',A, JAVA (native); SU ATRA; BORNE.Di INDO-
CHINA, and PHILIPPINES cultivated).

CiilinS: 30-60 ft. by 3-4 in., thick-walled.
Uses: General;

16. Be.mbusa khasiane: Serim, Tyreih (Khasii).
INDIA: Khasia and jaintia Hills, Assam, and Manipur; to 4,030 it.
Culms: 30-40 ft. by 1- 1 2/5 in:
Uses: General;

17. Barnbusa multiplex: Hedge Bamboo, Silver Leai Eamyoc. ::NT3a1.7. Kan
tChire).
Kvangtung: to 1;000 ft:: now virtually pantropic in cul-

tivation."
Culms: To 30 ft. by i in.; internocies long, thin-walle.e.;

ant to Dinoderus, the powder post beetle.
Uses: Sheathing far 'roofs; wattle-and-daub wall ccriztrtItt.,en:

(jarnaica.1
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Z2. 3e.rnbusa ?LC-pole Bamboo, Chaang-ko

cuc (i.hinese):
CHINA (cultivat.ad tr . a ot.T.neastern provinces a:ld or 1u,

and EL. :SALVADOR.
Cuizr.r.: TO 55 b..1 2 in:

i! General.
.1'7; Bambu:ia vulseris: Co.ncnon 3.5.rnboo,

3 oh b/ y& Er-u7, B. Ttih.11, 3. Goding, At
Pooh j/kjurig Arnp4); J GadinF,, PrinE

1- Lest, 7: Tutu. fje.vt.); Awi Arnpl, A. Gadinsi,_.k.
1,:onen,7, A. -.71ttul (Sudan), AUwe badieng,

-1.-ning, (Surn4tra), Pal Mai
1---'antropic ct.Itivation. n two color'forms of culrn:

r...11 a LI reetriped_yellow.
2.0-70 ft. 5.? Z-4 in wood rnoderntely thick.

itivNsnion by Dinoderusi th powder
Vises: General:

24. Cepli-e!Othc.1-iy-,Irt, Tinwa(Burmese), ,

nzipno5.
IND.AA "Afte: Ders&roceliarrani

Fre e.:f all specie.:
2-5 '.,nternodes

:

25. CI-.x.:Squz- . Ci..us.on,r., Suro; Cc.rrizo.
P.1.4:12`,ICA: oiy

tc
CuLrvi! slen.ier, and ?...t1.&tively
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la:, lah Seto-no; 1. Panching Kk.-tur

Tajong Behing, Pring PeZunQ
Liun (Sudan), Barnbu Battieng, Eetung

`3,-.1ntoni; (P.1., teztte Hugh Curran; Jr.):
AL-:t' jova; to 6;250 it.; and throughout the

P.1. Much planted.
Cu..17r.s : To IOC it. by 6-3 in.; short lower internoces

cast
7. '.Dendro:L.:'. :-_, Waya, Wapyu Wak.y

Of Pegu Yor ttnalViartabt... HI:Zs; to 4,000.
ft.) 5.i-ie. U

C:ilms: 60-120 I. by 3-S in.
Us,ss:

28. DenciriiCalarn.U.,:i Welbo (Burma), Wcrra (Assam. ),
ItiD11.: vrthwErds to Tenusserirri; Buzlna, Ceylor.,
Culms: 1; by E-10 in.

Cene.rel,
2q. DeridrocalarnuS We.bo-myetsongye (tiurrne3e), Chye.

(DShra Dt, Tama (Nepal); Pao (Lepcha); Kokyva /...4f.ssan-t);
7-,e:cht (Benziali), Tony (Mikis); Wanoke (Co;.

INDIA and BUR N.E. Himalaya, Assarn
:3y1het, east to Burma, end west to Sutlei. Tho zornmor.
bamboo cf. the Darjeeling Hills_, Terai, etc.; nit...cit

Culrns: 0-60 by 4-7 in.; internodes 12-20 in.,loric; cornt-what
soft and leiativcly thin-walled.

Uses: Ger.eral: no: highly esteemed.
30. Dendrocalamus_htd..xe-:ii: Seiat, Ussey, Sejasal, Sijons Denga,

UkOtang, Patti, Till, KeiWa. Ule.
INDIA to UPPER BURMA: To 5;000 ft;
Culrns: 50-60 it. by 4-6 in.; internodes 18-20 in. loni; walls

about 1 in. the
Uses: General.

31. Der.drocaliamusion_gis_pathus ;Shang, Ora, Wa-ya, Talagu.
INDIA (E. Bengal) and BURMA;
Culrns: To 60 it. by 3-4 in.; internodes 10-24 in. long; walls

1/2 in. thick.
USeS: General: "not highly esteemed as building material, but

used 'then better kinds are not available" (Watt).
3. Dendrncalarnus rnerr.branaceus: Wa-ya, Wa-yai, Wa-mu, Wapr.:

(Maley).
INDIA and BURMA-. Moist forests at low elevations.
Culrns: To 70 ft. oy 4 in.; internodes 9-15 in. long; wood

1/4-3/8 in. thick.
Uses: Genersl.

33: Dendrocalarnus Bay6g (Ilocos), Kawayan-baycig
(Pangasinan).

PHILIPPINE ISLANDS.
Cuims: "Tall and slender; internodes thick-walled; stn'

(Drown and Fischer).
Uses: Genera:.

34. Dendrucalarnus siklcinnensis Pugriang (Lepcha), WdSh (Go
Tiria, Vole (Nepal).

INDIA (SiKY...m)e_nd 31-IrJTAN: 4,000-6,000 ft.
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5-7 in.

3. Dr .- !-.: Bamboo, sans; Sn K.aban,
Buru Mat, .S.alis

I3idaru, RaohanE..pa-
vedru , Kauka,_

:nr.dertKtc:ly dry in

',6-53 strons; cd.:en solici.

(Me.lay), ei
3. PrinE P. rApoos, P. Tali

:Sunda.), -(r-t:Posdura).
o high rnountainS" (Ochrk:).

1:. intcti-riodas up to 26 in: long; ,vcod

e a ; rr.nc..t useful bamboos.
or.tochlo. Sir.a, K. Puti,

Bctcr.F., (ialsayo); Buzong (teste jr.).
P:IPPINI.715.31...ANI.;S: \Vila anc. ciltiyated.

Z... by i4-6 in.; "very straight, easil/ worked"

uses:
39. CiintocIlloa znarrost,tchya: Telc.serah, Madi, Madaywa, 'Tiunet,

abrsy.
INDT.A (Assarn, an6 BURMA.
Culms: 30-50 ft. by in.

General.
39. Giicantochloa yerticilita: Whorled Bamboo; Bamboo Andonr.!, (Malay),

PrIni; Soorat Aniong Kekes, .Awi Anclong, A. GarnoonL,
A. Liah, it. Soorat

JAVA.
To 68 ft. by 6 in.; internodes with pale yellow stripes;

-,zocd up to 4/5 in. thick,.
Uses: General; "next to G. apus the moat useful bamboo tn

Java" (Ochse).
40. Guadila aul,atr): Tarro (Central Arneric..).

MEXICO to PANAMA.
Culms: To 75 ft. by S in.; internodes relatively short; wood o::

moderate thickne3S.
TJse Czeneral.

4l. Guadua (Nicaragua, Mosquito).
VENEZUELA to MEXICO:
GUIrns: To 60 ft. by 4 in.; internodes relatively short, lower

ones semisolid.
Use.s: rf,on-el.; tho ice 3t desirable of the If.std specier, or tnj

purpos, but much .used ln Nicaragua.
42. C:rdaziaa

a.nd PERU.
Culms: To 9,3 ft. by 6 in.; Internocles relatively short; wood

to 3/4 Ir.. thiclz..
CLf.neral_; the bc'E.7.1-,:nowli and most versatile spacer c:

tha n%s. 4:hot:a areas of-T.cuador and Colombia where
this 'Darr:boo occurs in spontaneous stands adequate to supply
lora s, it is ts remarkable extent in house cr...n-
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s.truction. in fact. some of this barnboo is used in ncqurl:e
every house in such areas. Many structures are bc.iih almos;
entirely of it._

This bamboo apparently has a relatively high resistance
to both rot fungi and wood-eating insects; It has obs,±.rtd
repeatedly that ordinary hardwoods used in conjunction with
this bamboo have had to be replaced because of insect
age while the, bamboo still remains serviceable. "..s'ne

nal untreated sifiing,consisting of boards of this I..-;c..r.-Aboo, in
40-.7:.,.er-old plantation house at Pichilingue in the 7:3aLvilt-

rnent of Los Rlos; Ecuador; was still in -a serviceabl,. con-
dition in 1945, lone after the hardwood floors has hLo to be.
replaced because of insect damage.

GiinduA sup,-rbn.: Marone;
BRAZIL: Acre; Rio Purus.
Cu lms: To 75_ft. by 5 in.
Uses: General.

44: Meloca n Terai Bamboo; Muli; Metunga (Benz;aii); arai
(Assam); leati (Cachari); Artem (Mikir); Turiah W.arrai
(Caro); _Kayoungwa (Mash), Kayinwa (Burmese), Taria,
Pagutulla.

INDIA and BURMA.
Culms: 50-70 ft; by l-3 in.; internodes 12-20 in. long; straight;

thin- walled; but strong and durable. "In Chittagona and else-
where fihis is7 the most common species and the one rri GE":
universally employed for building purposes" (Gamble);

Uses: General.
45; Oxytenanthera abyssinica: Arkai; Chommel.

AFRICA: Abyssinia to Angola and Gold Coast.
Culms:25-50ft. by 11-3 in.
Uses: General.

46; Oxytenanthera nigrociliata: _Poday(Andaman), Washut
Bolantgi Bans (Orissa), Lenglia (Java).

INDIA, ANDAMAN ISLANDS; BURMA, JAVA, and SUMATRA;
Culms: 30-40 ft; tall;
Uses: General.

47. Phyllostachys aurea:. Buddha Bamboo, Hotel -chiku (Japanese),
Fat=t6 Chuk ChitieSe).

CHINA and JAPAN; Now cultivated nearly all over the world in
temperate zone.

Culms: 25 ft. by 1 in.
Uses: Suitable for light elementsof house construction.

48. _Phyllostachys barnhusoides: Giant Timber Bamboo; Madake. (Japanese);
Kam Chuk. (Chinese).

CHINA and JAPAN. Now cultivated in mild temperate areas of
the United States..

Culms: To 75 ft. by 6 in.; straight; wood of moderate thickness
but excellent quality.

Uses: General.
NnTF. In China numerous other species of this genus are much

used in building houses.
49. Pseudostachyum polymorphum: Filing (Nepal), Purphiok, Paphok

(Lepcha), Wachall (Caro); Bajal; Tolli; Pal (Assam); 5,Jwa
(Burmese).

INDIA (E. Himalaya, Assam, Sikkim) and UPPER BURM_,...
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Culms: To 50 ft. by 1 in.; internodes long, thin7v..alled.
Uses: Lath, matting, withes for tying frames of huts; -

50. Schizostachyurn ha-ina_nense: Tang Chuk (Chinese);
CHINA: Hainan island.
Culms: To 100 ft. by 1 in.; internocieS long, thin=Welleci.
Uses: Lath, matting.

51. SchiiiciStachyilm BOIo, Bagacay (teste Hugh Curran, Jr..
PHILIPPINE ISLANDS: Luzon, Davao.
Culms: 25-30 it. by 1 in.; internodes very lOng, thin-walled.
Uses: Me.tting, shingles, thin lath.

5Z. Schizosteithylim Itimarnpat: Lakap (Bosayan), Tarnblang
PHILIPPINE ISLANDS: Luzon.
Culms: To 60 it. by 3 in.; very straight; 40 it. to first branch;

thin-walled.
Uses: Boards, shingles (teste Hugh Curran; Jr.).

53: Teinostarhyarn dullooa: Dulooa (Assam), Pe.ksalu, Posulo, likkdroo,
Gyawa.

INDIA: Assam,
Culms: 20-30 ft. by 1-3 in.; intezrodes to 40 in. long;

walled.
Uses: Lath, matting.

54. Thyrsostachyi oliVerii: Thainawa (Burmese), Mattong (Kachin).
INDIA and UPPER URMA: To 2,000 ft.
Culms: 50-80 ft. by 2-2i in.; "greatly in request" (Gamble).
Uses: General.

55. Thy-rsostachys sixrnensis; Kyaunq-we.,
THAILAND and BURMA.
Culms: 25.!40 ft. by 11-3 in.; very strong and straight; +=-

branched below.
Uses: General.

The following two woody grasses, though not true bamboos, y'..teld
culms that are used in building houses;

56; Arundo donax: Giant Reed (Hitchcock), Vara di Cblieta (El Salvador).
Pantropic and extending into milder parts of the temperate zone

in cultivation.
Cuims: To 20 ft. by 1 in.; hollow, thin-walled, the surface smooth

and shining.
Uses: Wattling.

57. Gytie-r #tirri_sugittaturn: Uva grass__(Hitchock);_cafla Arave._(Cuba),
Calla Blanca (Panama), Cafia Arnarga Vara de
Tusa (El Salvador), Uba (Brazil, teste CI-at:Ladd Roils);

TROPICAL AMERICA: Principally -at low elevations.
(:tiling: Commonly to 25 ft. by _1 1/4 in., the internodes

with pith,_which shrivels and shrinks upon drying; covered
with persistent sheaths.

Uses Wn115 and partitions; ceiling iinish; roof sheathing.
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For convenience, the foregoing species
are regrouped in the following tabulation
according to their specialized adaptation to

:-.iarticular uses in house cohstruction. The
numbers refer to'the species just listed.

Frame: 1, 13-16, 18, i9, 21, 23, 26-28, 30-46, 48, 54, 55.
Sheathing and ceiling cover:

Whole clams, I, 4, 10, /7-22, 24, 25, 41, 44-50, 54 -57;
Strips, I, 14-16, 18, 19, 21-23, 26-34, 36-46, 48-55.

Roof covering:
Tiles, 13-15, 19, 23, 26=32, 37=40, 42, 43, 48;
Shingles, 50-53.

Wails:
Wattling, 1, 4, 9, 13..14, 16, 18-34, 36-56,
Whole or half culms, 3, 7, 14 -40, 42=48, 50=52, 54, 55, 57.

Floor covering:
Boards, 1, 16, 19, 27, 28, 31; 32, 39-43, 48;
Strips, 1, 13, 16, 18, 19, 21-23, 27-34, 36-40,42-46, 46.

Matting: 2, 5, 6, 10, 12, 16, 15, 20, 24, 36, 39, 44, 40=53, 56.
Lashings: 1, 2, 5, 8, 20, 36, 39, 48, 49.
Forms for poured concrete:

Boerds, 1, 16, 19, 27, 28, 30, 31, 39, 40, 42, 43, 40;
Shoring, 1, 14-16, 18, 19, 21, 27, 28, 30, 31, 33-35, 37=43, 45,

46, 48, 54, 55.
Scaffolding: 1, 13..16, 18, 19, 21=23, 26-28, 30, 31, 33-43, 45, 46, 46,

54, 55.
Troughs: 13-15; 19, 23, 27 -31, 34. 37-44, 48.
Pipes: 14, 15, 19, 23, 27, 28, 30, 31, 34, 37=44, 48.
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Shortcomings of Bamboo

c,:irns of some bamboos have cer-
e,in -:1.aracteristics (in combinations; and
in d;,;rc-es; which vary from species to
safc:es) that limit or reduce their suite-

lity or versatility hs building material.
A r e- ul study of these limitations; how-
c.. shows that most of them can be over-
-nir..1. or minimized appreciably.

Variable Dimensions
It is difficult to secure culms very

clos ly standardized to any given set of
dinieasionb. For this reason; the process-
inp, or fabrication of bamboo cannot easily
De mechanized, and its utilization generally

within the realm of a handicraft.
With sufficiently large supplies of culms

vai:ble; the disadvantages of this varier:-
bility may be overcome to a certain extent
by exercising special care in the selection
and rading of the material; Further com-
pensation may be achieved by _giving special
attenti_n to the development of skills in the
cutting and matching of pieces.

Uneven Surfaces
The use of certain bamboos is made

difficult by the crookedness of the culms,
the prominence of the nodes, the uneveness
of size and shape of the internodes, and
the rate Of taper: This uneveness and the
taper which is more marked toward the
tip c.- the culrn, may make it difficult to
achieve a tight, weatherproof, verminproof
construction.

To overeorne the effects of uneveness,
the buildez should select bamboos with use
requirements in mind. The different portions
of each cute, should be classified according
to their dominant characteristics, and the
culms should be cut up on this basis. The
various cuts should be segregated_into
groups according to the_purposes for which
they are best suited. Zigzag or curved
culms may be used for purposes where shape
is unimportant; or where they may give_an
artistic effect. Special processing, such as
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n d How to Overcome Them

dressing off nodes of whole culms, may
permit closer fitting. Culms may be split
to make boards or lathlike strips. Finally,
the design of the structure and its archi-
tectural details may be modified to a cer-
tain extent to utilize more effectively the
nature and peculiarities of the building ma-
terial.

Extreme Figsibility
With the exception of thick-walled barn-

boos such as Parrihnsa tulda and Dendrocal-
amus strictus, or those with relatively soft
wood, such as certain species of Guathia,
bamboos have a tendency to split easily; a
tendency that precludes the use of nails.. It
also limits the range of techniques suitable
for the framing or joining of structural units.

Suggested remedies are to use the less
easily split culms of thick-walled species
for purposes where high fissibili'y is a dis-
advantage; to make end cuts just beyond a
node where feasible (the nodes have a higher
shear coefficient than the internodes and
hence show less tendency to split); to fasten
joints by means of thongs or other lashing
materials; to chisel or bore holes to accom-
modate nails; screws, or pegs;

Low Durability
Some bamboos are highly susceptible to

invasion and partial destruction by wood-
eating insects, such as termites and powder
post beetles: Species with relatively law
susceptibility may be selected; and the culms
may be treated to make them lesr. vulnerable.
Cut surfaces at the ends of the cuirns are
places where insects usually effect an entrance
and should be treated with special care.

Most bamboos also show high susceLati-
biIity to rot fungi, especially under damp con-
ditions and in contact with moist soil. Her
again, selection of species will help to over-
come the weakness, but some form of preser-
vative treatment should be used to prolong
the usefulness of bamboos exposed to moist
soil.



Preservation
Ticm:)oos vary from species to species

:71 thc sl.:seept:.bility of their culms to in-
wood-eating insects. Although

urns of a few bamboos, notably Guadua
n:zustif3lia, apparently have a relatively

resistance to both wood-eating insects
rot fungi; almost all appear to be more

7,u-,ceptible under certain conditions.
to observations of Plank;
course of experiments carried out

tL. Ferit-ral Experiment Station at May-
R., there is a rather definite cor-

relitidn be.t-Ween susceptibility to invasion
wood-eating insects and the starch and

:noisture content of the wood of the culms.

A similarly correlated susceptibility to rot
fungi probably exists.

Eicth the starch and the moisture content
of the wood vary with the species and with
the age of the culm, especially during the
first two years or so. The starch content
may increase or decrease from the base to
the tip of the culin. Any reduction of the
starch or moisture, or both, tends to reduce
the incidence of attack by wood-eating insects.
It has been found at the Federal Experiment
Station in Puerto Rico that clump-curing
the cuIrns is a natural and effective means
of reducing their susceptibility. The essen-
tial steps of this procedure itillocv:

1. Sever each culm at the base but keep it In an upright position in
the clump.

2. Dust the fresh-cut lower end of the culm at once by patting it
with a dusting bag filled with a 5-percent (1:20) mixture of DDT and
talc.

3. By means of a block of stone cr brick or wood placed under it
or a stitk thrust into the lower end; raise each culm off the ground tc
prevent staining or deterioration of the wood by fungi.

4. Permit culrns to remain in this position for 4 to 8 weeks; depend-
ing upon weather conditions. The objective is to get the culms as dry
as possible before taking them to the vicinity of buildings, where the
wood-eating insects usually abound. Caution should be obse-.red to pre-
vent the staining of the culms by rain after the tissues have become dry
enough to be readily permeable. When they have been dried as much as
conditions permit, the culms may be taken down and trimmed. As a
special precaution,, dust all cut surfaces at this point with 5- percent
mixture of DDT powder and talc. Finish the seasoning process in a
well-ventilated shelter; do not store seasoned bamboo culms in the open,
where they are exposed to rain and dew.

seasoning procedure should be corn-
plete:y effective in preventing invasion by
wood-eating insects during the period when
the culms are_most susceptible. Depending
upon various factors, it may be necessary
to provide further protection. During long
periods of Storage, for example, periodic
spraying of the stacks and the storage shelves
With 5=pietteht DDT dispersed in water or
light oil is recommended. The schedule for
such treatments should be worked out for
the local ctirAi A six-month interval

is -aggested tentatively as a starting point.
Effective protection of bamboo culms

against decay, whether in storage or inSer7
vice, can be accomplished by guarding them
against wetting by rain or by contact with
the soil, and by maintaining good ventilacion.

No data are available on the effectfve-
ness of any particular treatment for the pre-
vention of rot in bamboo culms when they are
in contact with moist soil. To fill this sap
in our knowledge, Dr. G. A. Greathouse,
member of the National Research Council,
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s.ip,Resteci that experiments be carried
out to test the effectiveness of the Insoluble
form of pentachlorophenol applied to the.soil
i-ripinging on the bamboos; Some of the
.ar,.(1:rd wood-preservation methods also
rniqht he applied, with proper consideration
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being given to the physict..1 character sties
of bamboos.

For much useful information on preser-
vation of bamboo; consult the articles by
H. J. Plank, j. C. M. Gardner, E. P. Stebbins,
and G. N. Wolcott listed in the bibliography.
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Skill Requirements

reqtiired iii building with
ere 1,zv,i ones of the builder's trade;

it h others that relate particularly
to tho peculiarities of bamboo as a material
for house construction. Among the latter

tho-.e
judging the maturity, soundness; and

qualiti, of bairiboo cairns;
Determining the suitability of a given

t,,ii-nhoo for a given purpose.
Sawing a bamboo culm without raising

Joining and fastening bamboo ele-
ments in house construction.

Making bamboo tubing, troughs; and
roofing "tiles:"

Splitting n bamboo culm into strips
for lath; with es. and lashings.

Making bamboo boards.

Weaving bamboo lattices; wattling,
and matting.

Making bambitio shingles:
Making baitiboo nails and dowels.

These and other techniques will be treated
fully in a general work on bamboo utilization
now under preparation;

In most areas where bamboo suitable for
building purposes occurs in Stifficient quan-
tities to justify its Use, native artisans will
be found who are acquainted with the basic
techniques of building with it. As suggested
elsewhere.in these pages, consultants on
housing and houSing materials will do well
to acquaint themselves with these men and
their skills; and to work with them in getting
new ideas tried Out, bath in th0 workshop
and on the building site:
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Tool Requirements

l;iimboo is notorious for its dulling effect
on e.i..1 tools. This effect is due to the

. \I!!, which the tissues are more or
1ess Heavily nopregnated. The effectiveness
of edged tools will be maintained at a higher
level and the time consumed in sharpening
will greatly reduced, if tools made of
molbdenurn steel an equally hard alloy
can be secured for working bamboo.

I he tools essential to building with barn-
boo are relatively few _and_simple. In fact,
many a bamboo house has been built with no
more tools than a machete. But wherever
the use of bamboo is to be refined or elab-

Tool Use

Machete

crated to any extent, additional tools are re-
quired. Some of th,se may have *--; perform
work_peculiar to '..ne processing of bambco
and, for this reason, would not be a.ve.ilable
at the sources of standard carpentry tools.
The Chinese tub- e.nd bucket-maker who uses
bamboo as his raw material requires an ar-
ray of some thirty different tools and gadgets;
all of which are employed at one stage or
.nother fr till mess firing, cutting, fitting,
at.ci assembling of the various parts. With
the following too's, the stanCard bamboo ele-
ments for building purposes may be processed
and assembled:

Miscellaneous: felling and
and trimming culms, and cut-
ting them to lengths; remov-
ing fragments of diaphragms
from bamboo boards; etc.

Hacksaw Felling culms, removing
branches, cutting culms to
length.

Tripods or trestles Elevating culms and holding
them firm for sawing to
length; cracking nodes.

AZ Cracking the nodes of large
cultris to make boards;

Hat het or small ax

Whetstone

Cracking the
er culms for

Recommended specificritions

Preference of the user de-
cides type of blade selected;
long, fairly heavy blade rec-
ommended.

Large size; ample supply of
molybdenum steel blades,
with 18 and 24 teeth per inch.

May be made locally, follow-
ing the pattern locally pre-
ferred.

Light-weight ax with a nar-
row but thick,strongly
wedge-shaped bit.

nodes of small- Similar to the ax, but small-
making boards. er in size and fitted with a

short handle.

Sharpening edged tools.

Spud Removing diaphragm frag-
mcnts and excess soft wood
at basal end of bamboo
boards.
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Carborundum; coarse-grain-
ed on one side, fine on the
other.

Long handle; broad blade set
at an angle to operate paral-
le' with surface of board.



Ad: Removing diaphragm trast- Sts;usiArki hest-tittAl-
merits and excess :loft wood its steel.
at basal end of bamboo
boards. _Spud is more con-
venient, but the adi is more
generally available.

Gouge Removing diaphragms to Curved (front bent); 1-inch
make troughs and drain pipes and 1 i -inch bits.
from split or opened culms.

Chisel Making holes in culms to ac- Best steel (inolybdencrn
comodate lashing5 for end steel if avciilable); 3/4,7-inch
ties: bit:

Making holes to accomodate Hand- or power-criven drill;
bamboo pins or dowels. metal cir:llinp bits, best steel,

assorted sizes, 1/8-1/Z inch.

Wood rasps Leveling prominent culm Large size, with one flat
nodes. side, one convex; cobrse, me-

dium, and fine teeth.

Splitting jig Facilitating the splitting of See sketches, fi.2. 24.
whole culms or sections into
several strips at once.

Splitting knives (a) For splitting small culms. (a) Short handle; broad blade
(fig. 25 A).

(b) For making bamboo (b) Long handle; blade bevel-
withes. ed on one side only; to be

specially made (fig. 25 3).

Rods of reinforcing
steel.

Breaking out the diaphragms Suggested minimum: one each
of unsplit culrns. of 3/4 inch by 10 feet and 1/2

inch by 10 feet. Other dimen-
sions to meet special needs.
Hardwood or bamboo pole
may be substituted.

Wire pincers For handling wire used for Conventional type with long,
lashings. narrow jaws and wire-cut-

ting feature.
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Differentiation and

;:1)0 tollettiVe tett-t-ihere
ndf 1 it': ;?-.e culrns (sterns); or the

cairns; of any of a group_em-
irg manv diff.-n-ent kindS Of grasslike

tp".C1 ',' plants. The tern-i May dipp14, also to
Id-..nts 61 6!-iy of the species on

o;iilu the group. Anyone who
!C) use bamboo or fk-ister its use is

d to learn zo discriminate between the
kinds, and their respective char-

raci-rities, instead of thinking vaguely of
han-iboo as though it were all one thing. He
;11,-;01.--1 do so because the.different kinds of
bamboo are characterized by properties
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Evaluation of Species
that together determine the 37.-..tabillty o_
their culms, or the substance Ine:reo:, or a
given purpose. This point will be recognized
at once as basic.

Once this principle is recognized, the
next step is to become acquaiiiten with what
kinds of bamboo are available locally and to
learn how their characteristics re!ate them
to the existing need for building materials.
The following general suggestions are in-
tended more as a systematic anaiysis of the
problem than as a hard and fast procedure
under any particular setoi circumstances:

1. With the aid of a local resident who knows the bamboos (preferably an artisan
who has some personal knowledge acquired through the actual use of bamboo
as building material, or through the fabrication of bamboo objects); study the
local barnbOosiii markets; in shops where they are being_ fabricated, rn
houses whete tney have been employed as building Materials, and in the field
AS living plants.

a. List all recognizable entities by Iocat.iiE4hes; noting all of the name,
that are used interchangeably for more than one kind._ DistinguiSh
those that are applied in a general sense from those that are specific.

b. Establish for each entity a numbered card or inf;Cormation sheet on
which to assemble and systematize information ;Subsequently gathered,
With referente to docuti enting specimens; phot4raphs, descriptive
notes; and so forth.

c. Document the identity and peculiarities of each kind by means of stand-
ardized sampleS from representative cub-ns, and by means of pressed
and dried Specimens, photographs; sketches; and descriptions of the
different parts of the plant. (For details with regard to structures
needed and the procedures to fcillow, see the section'on how to collect
ban-iboos.) It Will be a great get-vice to the cause of science; and to
thOSe whia are endeavoring to extend and systematize the existing
knowledge of the various kinds of bamboos and their uses, if duplicates
of such material (specimens, photographs, and notes) can be sent to a
specialist fbi- study; identification; and permanent preservation in a
Centrally located repository, such as the National Herbarium, Smith-
sonian Institution, Washington 25, D. C.

d. Learn to recognize and distinguish the different kinds of bamboo under
as triany different circumstances as possible by means of the habit or
the plant; the currn characteristics, the culm sheaths, and so forth.

e. List the-uses for vvhich each kind is employed locally; checking by con-
tant personal observation and repeated inquiry among bamboo workers.

1. List the characteristics of each kind as related to its suitability fbr
various uses in the local economy (add your own observations to ttiC)(
of the local bamboo workers):;
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1

s: Restudy structures and objects made of bamboo with a view to
(1) Confirming or eliminating listed uses as reported by the bamboo

workers.
(2) Ascertaining the actual and relative dqratinity of the various

kinds in use as building material; causes of deterioration; pos-
sible_means_ of increasing durability cf parts or kinds that _give
way first, either by improVed design or by-use of another kind
of bamboo, or by the use of preservatives.

(3) Listing the characteristics of each kind as related to its suit-
ability for various uses.

2. t up comparative tests of the local bamboos to ascertain their reit:awe dui--
dbilit,! under either actual or simulated conditions of use. In drawing up the
outi:ne for the tests; keep in mind the following possible variables that may
have a bearing on the outcome of the tests; Kind of bamboo, age of culrn, sea-
soning and storage history, preservative treatments, and conditicns of exposure
in soil and in air. The outline of such formal tests; and the forms for record-
ing data; should be checked by competent specialists in experimental
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S.peci:n....ns for Iciehtil:ice.hdr.

r:,coychtion and deli:lea-
.; cnriti?s with ...hich we

:o botanical units and as pdten-
.,on7c,.,s 1is,-21ul raw materials. To

:::iportant to collect all barn-
,.ley be in flower or not. A

labeled, and preserved
. o: tt.. ve;;etative structures called

i)e entirely adequate as a
-ati; of recc:Iiiiing and describing a given

and distinguishiag i. From Other
True. reproductive structures are

trntiitionally required for identifying bem-
oans ;old many other plants but vegetative
:truc_tin-es have proved to be a practical
basis for field identificaltid of bamboos:

average clump of bamboo presents
fibve only once; after many years of
{nowt:.

Never mix material from two distinct
nnder the same number on the as-

.;urruii.itin that they represent the same bam-
boo; wary lest you collect, under one

number, t-Wo or iore l.4...n-it.os so
closely associated in to ap-
pear to be all a part of the sarcal plaril. Such
mixtures can cause much irotiole;

Make specimens for pern-ifir.ent p.esez-
VatiOn. Fragmentary specimen:, collected
hastily; "just for identification." frequently
turn out to represent new sr-ecie; new
records. Such specirrien_;, often too frag-
mentary to be identified: with but
too intriguing to di5cara, may be more of a
burden than a help.

To identify a bamboo kith confidence; one
should have as complete a r _presentation as
possibleby specimens, photographs, or de-
scriptionsof the following structures: Culm
sheaths, leafy twigs, branch cor.^:piernent,
culm nodes; and internocies and rnizornes.
Flowering branches, seeds, and seedlings
will add greatly to the value a* usefulness
of the specimen. Seedlings &rid small plants
may be pressed entire.

Culm Sheaths. Collect at least ten calm sheaths; complete and in
good condition, preferably from nodes above the fifth node of a mature-
sited calm; if possible; collect also several from mid-culrn nadeS.
Mark with node number and collector number. Press flat: U too large
for the press, cut or fold to 10by15 inches cuil less; keep all parts. if
you cannot spread a sheath without breaking it, let it roll up and do not
press it. Tie paper over tips of unpressed sheaths to protect freigile
parts. Persistent sheaths may be left attached to a section of calm of
appropriate length, dried, and sent in thus. Young sheaths, if
enough to dry readily by artificial heat, may be sent in whole. The more
complete the series and array of culm sheaths calleCteci, the more z-e--
liable the identification can be. Represent the Whole series as fully as
circumstances permit.

Twigs; Include 'Dig and little leaves, young and old, health:,
and diseased (if any). Press promptly, before the leallreS earl; in driers
thick and soft enough to prevent crinkling. At first change of driers;
arrange leaves so that some show the upper surface, some the lower.

Branch Complement. Get at least one typical example of a braneli
complement from middle or lower middle of series on cairn of mature
size. Include a segment of cairn at least 12 inches long ernbraing the
selected branch complement. Cut off branches about 2 incheS frOrn
their base. Mark node number and collector nunaber on Cairn. The culm
segment may be spilt and the part opposite the branch complement dis-
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carded it par t is limited. Additional specimens, from lower and upper
part of colin, are desirable but not necessary.

ctilM Nod.. and tIlterno-cit;. Culm nodes and internodes are best
ret've,.enteci by a ,-.1.'grIlt-nt of mature-sized culm embracing nodes 4 and

ahoveground and the internode between: Marl: wtth nude and collertor
numbers. Cut back branches. if any, to 6 inches. Segment may he spit.
once to accornrriodate limited space, or .to facilitate drying.

R_Irliames Obtain at least one complete exantpie of a rhizome; if
facilities permit; it is preferable to obtain two or more units /lite:eller.
togetherto show typical branching habit, Wash and trin-yr coots. Mark
or tag with collector number. A sketch or photo, showing pr000rt-ionn
and lat...:-.crtinr habit, w:11 serve in place 1:11. c:
ities are lignite -d;

I'lowering i3ranclies_(if presentj. Collect as long a series of Zlo..
ering branches as passible to shov., range of variation in hab:...; alit
t; tak4eS of development, and so forth. Seek fruits (rnatur-
fall quicki) and put some in folded pa.per to citii
prevent loss, Distribute_ specimens thinly ne-ween a.:.;
often to ary promptly and prevent breakingur:
s ()lute ly necessary to save paper, do not rile nried specimens t....gette
but keep them in original folders to avoid serious damage to
Put single example of long; fragile spikelets (Ar.th1.6..:tylditurn; sc'd-
arate envelope or folded paper to ensure correct floret cour:t.

..3,-.1ecilintis. Special search should be inede un-ler c d
[lea: flowering bamboos; Ir. case of doubt us to their identit;.,
should be given a separate collector number from that of th.:
parer,. plant, but cross - reference should be made in notes-, se:trit; torc
evidence of their supposed relationship. The "seed" still attached .o

small seedlings is sufficient for identification if kept intact.

Bulky =r,ecimens that cannot be pressed
flat require special handling. Among these
are nodes and internodes, branch comple-
ments, rhizomes, and culm sheaths, espe-
cially the that come from large plants.
Always mark them properly with the node
number and collector number, either on a
clear surface or on a durable tag of cloth
or tough paper; Do not put bulky specimens
in press with leaiy -wigs or flowering twigs;
but dry them separately and promptly in sun
or over fire. Keep them in open air as much
as possible and do not wrap or store them
in closed container until thoroughly dry.

Minimal notes Should include data on the
following: (I) Habit of cl,imp and cuirn,
(2) maximum height of culm and 'diameter at
base, (3) length and diameter of 5th inter-
node, (4) length and number aboveground of
longest internode (make measurements on
largest accessible specimen; estimated
measurements should be designated as such),
(5) location, described or sketched in rela-
tion to ne. -est inhabited place and/or point

shown on available map, r c, treat it .LLn be
found again; (6) habitat, (7) itocal names
(dialect), (3) local uses; (9 ciati- collected;
(10) collector's field nurnber_, tnrd ill) refer-
ence to photos, sketchna, and cc- forth ii
kept in separate book:

Photographs are useful for showiri; the
habit and proportions of a t7pical an-i
the following features, if time
is insufficient for making sr-cirne7is of .zr.am:
Branch complement; cuirr: oa_
node, and rhizome habit and brenching,
itet pictures are useful rn-. -nes or thy
associated plants are recorded, or if
logical features are clearly shown. sure
to correlate photograph nurript:rs with col-
lector numbers at the :Lae the 1.-,..:c!..cre is
taker..

Sketches, even, can aid
The slrnplesi sort of ciagrE.mrne.tic sketcii,
may be used to represent structures that,
for good reasons; must be orniftec.:.
specimen.
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Gaborone Banjul Nouakchott Honiara

CANXBOON GHANA MICRONESIA SWAZILAND

Br 817 P.O. Box 5796 P.O. Box 336 P.O. box 362

Yaounde Accra (North) Saipan, Mariana Mbabane
Islands

CENTRAL AFRICAN GUATMLA KNIOCCO TANZANIA
REPUBLIC hi AVenida 1-46 I, RUt Bbeitarre S35i7iTi5

BP 1080 Zone 2 Rabat Dar ea Salaam

Bangui Guatemala

CHILE HONDURAS NEPAL THAILAND

Cesilla 27-D Apartmdc Postal P.O. Box 613 42 Sol Sompraoong 2

Santiago C-5I - Kathmandu Petehburi Road
Tegucigalpa Bangkok 4

COSTA RICA JAMAICA NIGER TOGO

Apartado Postal 9 Musgrove Avenue BP 10537 SP 3194

1266 Kingston IO Niamey Leda

San Jose

KENYA
OMAN TONGA_P.O. Box 30518

NairoLi
DOMaNICAN REPUBLIC P.O. Box 966

Muscat
BP 147
Nuku'alofaApartado Postal

1414
Santo Domingo LESOTHO __

PAPUA NEW GUINEA TUNISIA
P.O. Box 554

c/o American Embassy e. Louis
EASTERN CARRIBBEAN Maseru Port Moresby Braille
Inelnding: Antigua Tanis
Barbados, Grenada,
Monteerrati

LIBERIA

PARASUAY. UP/ER-VOLTABox 707
St; Kitts - Nevis; Monrovia Tic) PCseTican Embassy BP 537-Samandin
St.Lucia,St. /W MC id :1 Ouagadougou
Vincent, Dominica MALAWI
"Erin Court" 17;768
Biehopz Court Hill Lilongwe

PHILIPPINES WESTERN SAMOA
P.O. Box 696-C P.O. BO: '013 P.O. Zos 880
Bridgetown, Barbados Manila Apia

RIaNDA YEMEN
ECUADOR
Cosilla 635-A
Quito

60

Z7ZliTerican Ebbtiosy
Kigali

SENEGAL
BP 254
Lakar

WW77,5o2 115/
Sana'a

ZAIRE_
BP 697
Kinahasa


